
 

 

 

Appreciations 

Term 1 

Name Advisory Details Given by 

Andrei 7A Gabriel excels in French. Using his knowledge of Romanian and English, Gabriel 
thrives in a language class and demonstrates excellence in everything he does. His 
pronunciation is perfect and he always tries to do more than expected. Well done 
Gabriel! 

N Page 

Faaris 7A Faaris is a very dedicated student who takes his learning very seriously. Faaris is 
making lots of progress in French on his journey to success! Well done Faaris! 

N Page 

Hafiza 7A Great work in art Ms C Frederick 

Hamaira 7A I would like to appreciate Hamaira for her hard work and effort while on expedition. 
You were an amazing part of group C!! 

Ms S Gornall 

Jacob 7A Jacob has excellent translation skills in French which are very impressive at this early 
stage of his language learning journey. He is becoming a successful linguist and his 
embracing his place in the French speaking community. Well done Jacob! 

N Page 

Klaudia 7A Klaudia is clearly an aspiring linguist, demonstrating excellence in all areas of the 
French curriculum. She uses every minute in class to do her best and acquire the 
maximum amount of knowledge. 

N Page 

Liban 7A Great focus in art Ms C Frederick 

Sadia 7A Sadia has an eye for detail in French. Her grammar is spot on and her spelling is 
flawless! She is clearly embracing her place in the French speaking community on 
her journey to success. 

N Page 

Samantha 7A Samantha always uses every minute of her learning experience to demonstrate 
excellence in everything that she does in French. She is on her journey to success 
and her French is brilliant! 

N Page 

Umme 7A Aymon is a dedicated linguist who demonstrates mastery in all areas of the French 
curriculum. Keep up the good work Aymon! 

N Page 

Eesaa 7M Well done Eesa for your outstanding efforts in co-curricular rowing! Miss Nicol and 
the rowing coach have chosen you for your hard work and resilience to keep going. 
We have noticed that every week you show your best and have a great influence on 
other students to keep working hard. 

C Nicol 

Hedi 7M I would like to appreciate Hedi for being an all-round star on expedition - his can do 
attitude shone through and helped the other members of his team keep going if 
things got hard. Well done and keep slaying. 

Ms S Gornall 

Rafael 7M I would like to appreciate Raf for demonstrating all of our values throughout the 
expedition. You got stuck in to all activities and received great feedback from the 
instructors. Well done! ECo 

Miss E Cooke 

Isha 7P I would like to appreciate Isha for her fantastic Stretch homework.  It is thorough, 
detailed, developed and she has clearly checked and changed her work, using the 
success criteria. 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Mamu 7P I would like to appreciate Mamu for their fantastic Stretch homework.  It is thorough, 
detailed, developed and they have clearly checked and changed her work, using the 
success criteria. 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Aisha 7T I would like to appreciate Aisha for her fantastic Stretch homework.  It is thorough, 
detailed, developed and she has clearly checked and changed her work, using the 
success criteria. 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Britney 7T Great work in art Ms C Frederick 

Layan 7T I would like to appreciate Layan for being a brilliant member of team C on our 
expedition - Layan was a pleasure to be on expedition! 

Ms S Gornall 



 

 

Name Advisory Details Given by 

Vittorio 7T Hard work in art resulting in some great outcomes and shading. Ms C Frederick 

Vittorio 7T I would like to appreciate Vittorio for his fantastic Stretch homework.  It is thorough, 
detailed, developed and he has clearly checked and changed her work, using the 
success criteria. 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Yafet 7T Great work in art Ms C Frederick 

Afsana 8A Great tonal work in art Ms C Frederick 

Hassan 8A Thank you for helping to put books away in the iBase today - Mr Harling N Harling 

Mubarek 8A I would like to appreciate Mubarek for demonstrating incredible hard work and focus 
in his Maths lessons, he has shown an increase in his determination and this is 
making a clear difference with how strong he is doing with his Maths work. 

Mr S Silcock 

Omar 8A Thank you for helping to put books away in the iBase today - Mr Harling N Harling 

Safa 8A Great tonal work in art Ms C Frederick 

Senuth 8A Senuth demonstrates enthusiasm, excellence and mastery in all areas across the 
French curriculum. He is clearly an aspiring linguist who is embracing his place in the 
French speaking world. 

N Page 

Siem 8A Siem is an enthusiastic linguist who really enjoys his French lessons. Siem has 
produced highly accurate pieces of work in the target language and continues to 
demonstrate excellence in everything he does. 

N Page 

Asim 8M I would like to appreciate Asim for being a supportive member of his advisory team 
by supporting people with their appreciations so they can be successful. 

Mr J Ainsley 

Ayesha 8M I would like to appreciate Ayesha for being a helpful member of her advisory to 
support people to be successful. 

Mr J Ainsley 

Chris 8M Chris is a very passionate student who demonstrates excellence in his French studies. 
He always uses every minute in French to acquire the maximum amount of 
knowledge from the curriculum. Keep up the good work Chris! 

N Page 

Mustaf 8M Thank you for helping to put books away in the iBase today - Mr Harling N Harling 

Rahaf 8M Rahaf constantly demonstrates excellence in her French studies. She is perfecting all 
four skills in French and this has been reflected in her recent outstanding assessment 
grades. Well done Rahaf! 

N Page 

Saher 8M Great tonal work in art Ms C Frederick 

Saher 8M Saher always demonstrates mastery in French lessons. She has an eye for detail and 
continues to perfect all four skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. She is 
clearly an aspiring linguist! 

N Page 

Saif 8M Great focus and tonal work in art! Well done Ms C Frederick 

Seher 8M Seher's work represents the mastery of an aspiring linguist. Seher always 
demonstrates a passionate, ambitious approach to everything that she does in 
French. Well done Seher! 

N Page 

Aro 8P I would like to appreciate Aro for his positive attitude, focus and resilience during PE 
lessons. Due to his hard working attitude the culture within the lessons are always 
positive. Mr Smithen 

J Smithen 

Hawa 8P I would like to appreciate Hawa for working exceptionally hard in every maths lesson 
- keep up the hard work! - Miss Jones 

Miss O Jones 

Jenna 8P Always works hard in English, really gives 100% at all times and is making great 
progress 

K Sloan 

Muhammad 8P I would like to appreciate Adnan for demonstrating fairness by helping other people 
with their work in lessons so they can close their gaps and be successful 

Mr J Ainsley 
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Puneet 8P Hard working in English lessons and always completes work with real effort and 
enthusiasm 

K Sloan 

Tayyeb 8P I would like to appreciate Tayyeb for his hard work and focus in Science cover 
yesterday. 

Mrs L Fisher 

Hafsah 8T I would like to appreciate Hafsah for always working hard in geography to master 
her case study knowledge. Well done Mrs Forman. 

Mrs R Forman 

Ibrahim 8T Great focus in art Ms C Frederick 

Isaac 8T From day one, Isaac has demonstrated excellence in his French studies. He is a 
dedicated student who does his very best in everything he does. It was no surprise 
that he received 92% in his written assessment and 100% in his reading assessment. 
Well done Isaac! 

N Page 

Ismaeel 8T Ismael's focus and drive have not gone unnoticed. Ismael uses every minute of his 
French lessons to acquire the maximum amount of knowledge. His dedication and 
continued progress will lead him to success. Keep up the good work Ismael! 

N Page 

Kiara 8T Great tonal work in art Ms C Frederick 

Pari 8T Great tonal work in art Ms C Frederick 

Rayhan 8T Really great progress in tonal work in art Ms C Frederick 

Saeeda 8T Saeeda is compassionate, ambitious and respectful student. She demonstrates 
mastery in all her French work and is an enthusiastic, aspiring linguist. 

N Page 

Shai 8T Shai is an aspiring linguist who demonstrates excellence in all areas of the French 
curriculum. Shai is clearly an aspiring linguist making constant progress on his 
journey to success. 

N Page 

Sienna 8T Sienna is not afraid to make mistakes on her journey to perfection in French. Sienna 
received outstanding grades in her recent French assessment which clearly 
demonstrates all the hard work that she has put in. keep up the good work Sienna! 

N Page 

Adella 9A Excellent contribution throughout co-curricular this year - well done! H Croft 

Kye 9A I would like to appreciate Kye for his hard work and focus in our music cover lesson. Ms K Lamb-
George 

Safiya 9A I would like to appreciate Safiya for taking the time to email me her Stretch 
homework for feedback, showing true autonomy. 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Ariana 9M Excellent contribution throughout co-curricular this year - well done! H Croft 

Enoch 9M I would like to appreciate Enoch for his hard work and focus in our music cover 
lesson, and for also being my technical support assistant, -always a great start to a 
Wednesday! 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Leyane 9M positive attitude to work S 2 

Naod 9M I would like to appreciate Naod for his  
hard work and focus in our music cover lesson. 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Seam 9M positive attitude to work in science S 2 

Abdifatah 9P positive attitude to work S 2 

Abdifatah 9P Taking advantage of every minute by doing the maximum amount of revision, 
homework, DEAR and LCWC during cover. Model student. 

N Page 

Anh 9T Excellent contribution throughout co-curricular this year - well done! H Croft 

Keven 9T I would like to appreciate Keven for his hard work and focus in our music cover 
lesson. 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Moayad 9T I would like to appreciate Moayad for his hard work and focus in our music cover 
lesson. 

Ms K Lamb-
George 
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Mustapha 9T I would like to appreciate Mustapha for his excellent and thoughtful contribution to 
Stretch- keep up the hard work! 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Ruby 9T I would like to appreciate Ruby for her hard work and focus in our music cover lesson. Ms K Lamb-
George 

Yusra 9T I would like to appreciate Yusra for her hard work and focus in our music cover 
lesson. 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Zaynab 9T I would like to appreciate Zaynab for her continuous determination and focus in 
lessons, as Zaynab's advisor I have been receiving lots of positive feedback from 
teachers around the school, 9T are lucky to have you. 

Mr S Silcock 

Ayesha 10A I would like to appreciate Ayesha for her help in handing out brain dump and trinity 
test sheets every week, thank you for supporting our year group! - Miss Jones 

Miss O Jones 

Chida 10A I would like to appreciate Tom and Chida for their epic representation of 10A at 
Clarion Law. They presented passionately and with clarity and the feedback was 
overwhelmingly positive. Excellent representatives of both our advisory and the 
school - thank you 

Mrs L Fisher 

Laila-Noor 10A I would like to appreciate Laila's unwavering perseverance, particularly this week. 
Laila's commitment to co-curricular has been lovely and her presence is always very 
welcome. LFi 

Mrs L Fisher 

Mohamed 10A I would like to appreciate Bahir for going out of his way to rectify a situation he didn't 
create. Tidying the Computer room during your free time meant the next lesson 
could begin without interruption. Thank you 

Mrs L Fisher 

Olta 10A I would like to appreciate Olta. Every Monday she gives up her time to read with a 
primary student. The primary student is abundantly grateful and is making excellent 
progress as a result. on behalf on her, and I, thank you. LFi 

Mrs L Fisher 

Sahal 10A Sahal has been a model student from day one. He always completes more work than 
expected and constantly seeks to use new vocabulary and syntax in different 
contexts. Sahal always offers to fix the technology in class so that the learning is not 
disrupted and the pace of the lesson does not change. Thank you for your 
compassion and your dedication to your French studies. 

N Page 

Tom 10A I would like to appreciate Tom and Chida for their epic representation of 10A at 
Clarion Law. They presented passionately and with clarity and the feedback was 
overwhelmingly positive. Excellent representatives of both our advisory and the 
school - thank you 

Mrs L Fisher 

Aaron 10M I would like to appreciate Aaron for leading his Co-curricular group during a cover 
lesson so they could maximize every minute of their practice time and have a 
successful showcase. Very impressed! 

Miss E Cooke 

Binta 10M Binta is an enthusiastic, passionate linguist who demonstrates excellence in all four 
skills in French: reading, listening, reading and writing. She always tries her absolute 
best in everything that she does and this has been reflected in her recent 
assessment. Keep up the good work! 

N Page 

Crystal 10M Crystal is a focused, determined student who is an excellent role model. She uses 
every single minute of her learning experience to acquire the knowledge that she 
needs to progress on her journey to success. Her attitude to learning French is clearly 
that of an aspiring linguist. Keep up the good work Crystal! 

N Page 

Darae 10M I would like to appreciate Darae for the insightful contributions he has made to our 
study of Macbeth. 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Darae 10M I would like to appreciate Darae for demonstrating hard work in animation this week. 
His perseverance resulted in a smooth, consistent sunset scene 

Mrs L Fisher 
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Nimo 10M Nimo is really working hard in French lessons. She is a reflective, ambitious linguist 
who strives for perfection in everything she does. When something is wrong, she 
quickly puts it right! She works very well with her classmates and this works in her 
favour during speaking activities. She is clearly an aspiring linguist and should 
consider using her language skills in her future career. Keep up the good work Nimo! 

N Page 

Akeram 10P I would like to appreciate Akeram for working hard to revise for his Biology 
assessment, as well as diligently checking and changing with a green pen to ensure 
he learns from his mistakes and improves for next time. 

F Groom 

Ebrahim 10P Ebrahim's constant focus serves him well, especially when it comes to pronunciation. 
Ebrahim demonstrates mastery by always responding in perfect French. Having such 
good pronunciation skills will put him in a very comfortable position for the GCSE 
French speaking exam. Well done Ebrahim! 

N Page 

Hafza 10P I would like to appreciate Hafza for working hard on her Cycle 1 painting and showing 
fantastic development in colour mixing and creating texture in using acrylic paints. 
Well done. Mrs Wheeler 

Mrs S Wheeler 

Ksanet 10P I would like to appreciate Ksanet for her continuous hard work and perseverance in 
and out of her Maths lessons, Ksanet's calm and collected approach ensures that 
she's getting the most of her lessons and is clearly on her way to mastering Maths. 

Mr S Silcock 

Ummuhani 10P Hard working and engaged, always completes work in English to a high standard K Sloan 

Lucas 10T I would like to appreciate Lucas for always living and breathing our values, day in and 
day out- thank you! 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Mohammed 10T Musa's confidence is starting to grow in French. His enthusiastic, 'I can do this' 
approach became clear in his recent writing test in French which he scored a very 
high mark in. Musa's growing resilience will lead him to becoming a successful 
linguist, as he embraces his place in the French speaking community. 

N Page 

Nyomi 10T Always works hard in English lessons and gives 100% to every task K Sloan 

Nyomi 10T I would like to appreciate Nyomi for always living and breathing our values, day in 
and day out- thank you! 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Payvi 10T Payvi is an enthusiastic, dedicated, passionate linguist who accepts nothing less than 
success in her French studies. She uses every minute in her French lessons by actively 
participating in all tasks to perfect all four skills: reading, writing, listening and 
speaking. Well done Payvi! 

N Page 

Princess 10T I would like to appreciate Princess for her hard work, representing team 10T by 
writing and performing her speech with Clarion this week. Kge 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Sianna 10T I would like to appreciate Sianna for always living and breathing our values, day in 
and day out- thank you! 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Zakariya 11A Mountain Rescue would like to appreciate Zak for demonstrating trust and fairness 
by being a great friend, and supporting his peer during a difficult time. 

Miss I Ellahi 

Amira 11P I would like to appreciate Amira for working incredibly hard on the development 
work in her sketchbook. You skills in painting and accuracy in colour application of 
the portraits made are going to prepare you well for the mock exam. Well done! Mrs 
Wheeler 

Mrs S Wheeler 

Billy 11P I would like to appreciate Billy for the focus he has shown with his transactional 
writing. 

Ms K Lamb-
George 

Amaan 11T Really focused start to group 2 English - well done Amaan! Ms K Lamb-
George 

Mohammed 11T Muhammed has really settled in well to DTC. He is always doing what is expected of 
him in advisory. He has demonstrated the school values. 

N Page 
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Owais 11T Owais always demonstrates the school values and his discipline across the school has 
not gone unnoticed. His continued focus will only support him on his journey to 
success. 

N Page 

Rakelmi 11T From Miss Bate for working incredibly hard towards you Maths GCSE. What you are 
doing is more than enough and you should be proud of your commitment to your 
studies... do give yourself a rest every now and then though. Well done! 

Miss C Bate 

Rakelmi 11T Rakelmi demonstrates excellence in everything that she does as she prepares herself 
for college. She makes every minute count as she continues to acquire the maximum 
amount of knowledge across the school curriculum, for her own benefit. 

N Page 

Safa 11T Safa is a responsible student who demonstrates fairness in everything she does. She 
makes every minute count during lesson time whilst ensuring that her peers are well 
doing down time. 

N Page 

Suhrith 11T Suhrith always demonstrates the school values and makes every minute count. He is 
making rapid progress on his journey to success and he will get into the college of 
his choice, due to his continued focus. 

N Page 

 

 

 

 


